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Selecting a Lab

Set the criteria that a lab must meet:  
What types of tests and analyses does the contract lab provide?

Validating a Lab

Validation of lab quality systems, testing, methods and processes should be undertaken 
by a qualified company official or experienced consultant prior to the use of a new lab 
and as ongoing maintenance with current lab partners.

Auditing a Lab  

An on-site audit determines whether the lab is following required policies, processes 
and test methods as documented. Audits should be completed prior to testing, using 
data generated at the lab. Select a subject matter expert or lab consultant as the 
auditor, but ensure a representative of your organization is present during the audit. 

Aspects of the audit include:

Selecting, Auditing 
and Validating a 

Contract Laboratory
Choosing a new lab partner or doing an audit to validate findings 
and ensure the selected lab is operating in compliance with good 
laboratory practices (GLPs)?  

There are key steps in the process.

In addition, consider the necessary equipment, turnaround times and 
methods of providing testing results.

o	 Chemical analyses for measuring 
ingredient quantities

o	 Microbiological tests  
for contaminants

o	 Cell-based assays to assess 
biological activity

o	 Clinical studies

Opening  
meeting: 
Introductions  
and overview

Facility tour: 
Walkthrough of 
all facilities and 
documentation 
requests

Documentation 
review: Records 
review with notes 
on lab operations, 
procedures and 
records

Close-out meeting: 
Verbal summary of 
audit findings

Afterwards, the auditor will prepare an audit report—a thorough, detailed written 
summary of observations, which are categorized as critical, major or minor. The 
report will include a list of necessary corrective and preventive actions (CAPAs).

Ultimately

Criteria + Visual/Physical Examination + Science & Data =  

Good Contract Lab Partnership

Quality Agreement:  
Create and sign an agreement outlining each 
parties’ responsibilities

Re-Validation/Re-Qualification/ 
Dis-Qualification:  
Any changes in equipment, methods, major personnel 
or certifications should trigger a review process

Change Control:  
Request periodic updates on lab performance and 
keep reports on file

Validate & Verify Test Methods: 
Use checklists to identify and document 
conformance of all test methods to ensure they are 
scientifically valid, verified and fit-for-purpose

Validate Product Specs/Testing:  
Determine appropriate specs and limits and testing 
responsibilities, including any use of collaborative labs

Verify Training & Equipment:  
Ensure all personnel are qualified and instruments 
are calibrated and suitable for testing


